9L - The VooDoo Contest Group (this year's operators are Ned/AA7A, Nick/G3RWF, Fred/G4BWP, Bud/N7CW and Gary/ZL2IFB) will participate in the CQ WW DX CW Contest as 9L5A (Multi-Two or Multi-Multi) from Sierra Leone, on all six contest bands. There may be some activity on 30, 17 and 12 metres before and/or after the contest. The main callsign is 9L5A (QSL via G3SXW), G3RWF may activate his 9L1NH call (QSL via home call) and AA7A his 9L7NS call (QSL via home call). There will be no daily logs, but LoTW upload will be soon after returning home. [TNX G3SXW]

D2 - Paulo, CT1ITZ is active as D2PJB from Porto Ambo, Angola until 29 November. He operates SSB only on 80-10 metres and "be aware he likes to ragchew". QSL via CT1IUA. [TNX The Daily DX]

E51 - Henrik, OZ6TL is active as E51TLA from Raratonga (OC-013), South Cook Islands until around 25 November. He operates holiday style using mainly RTTY. QSL via home call. [TNX The Daily DX]

ER - Moldova became an independent principality in 1359. Celebrating the 650th anniversary of that event, ER650M (QSL via ER1DA) and ER650MD (QSL via ER4DX) are currently active until 30 November. [TNX ER1DA]

FK/C - George and Tomi dropped anchor in the lagoon of Chesterfield in the local morning of 2 November and became QRV at 11.17 UTC on the 3rd. As a reminder, while TX3A will not disregard the higher bands, this expedition is heavily focussed on the low bands. On 160 metres look for them on 1830.5 kHz, listening below 1825 for Japan and above 1825 kHz for the rest of the world. QSL via HA7RY. Updates and log search (currently 2922 QSOs until 21.05 UTC on 5 November) can be found at http://tx3a.com/

I - Look for IC8ATA, IC8/IK7JWX, IC8/IW8EHK, IC8/I8LWL and IC8/IK8GQY to be active from Procida Island (EU-031, IIA NA-002) on 6-8 November. They will operate SSB, RTTY and PSK31 on the HF bands and possibly 6 metres. Side trips to the islands of Ischia and Vivara are being considered. [TNX IK7JWX]

I - Fabio, IK0IXI and other INORC members will operate as II0TRM on 16-22 November to commemorate the 70th anniversary of Theodore R. McElroy's (W1JYN) code receiving record (75.2 wpm: corrected to today's standard, that would be 72.2 wpm). QSL via IK0IXI, direct or bureau. [TNX I0LYO]

KC4 - Bill, K7MT will be returning to McMurdo Station (KC4USV) on Ross Island (AN-011), Antarctica between 15 November and 20 February 2010. He expects to be QRV for Europe at 18 UTC on Saturdays; he also plans to be on 14243 kHz on Sundays at 00.00 GMT, and to operate PSK-31 (14070 kHz) and CW (14043 kHz) as well, if time permits. QSL via K11ED. [TNX dx-hamspirit.com]

OX - Paco/EA4BT, Ramon/EA4NA, Emilio/EA7AAW and Salvador/EA7SB will be
active as OX/homecall from Narsarsuaq, Greenland (NA-018) on 12-19 November. They will operate CW, SSB and digital modes on 160-10 metres. QSL via EA4BT, direct or bureau (e-mail requests for bureau cards can be sent to dx4dx@telefonica.net) and LoTW. The web pages for the expedition are at http://www.dx4dx.com/ox/index.html [TNX EA5BWR]

T30 - Dave, N1EMC (T30KI) and Mike, N1IW (T30IW) will be active from Tarawa, West Kiribati (OC-017) on 10-16 November. They will operate SSB and CW on 6, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30, 40 and 60 metres (no activity on 80 or 160m). QSL via N1EMC (direct) and LoTW. Their web page is at http://t30dx.net/ [TNX The Daily DX]

TA - The TC Special Wireless Activity Team (www.tcswat.org) will be active as TC1YLH from Yesilkoy Lighthouse between 6 and 23 November, mainly during the weekends. QSL via TA1HZ. [TNX TA1HZ]

UA - Oleg, UA0ZAL has been a resident on Bering Island (AS-039) since September 2007. In recent times he was active mainly on 40 metres CW. QSL via RV1CC, direct or bureau.

UA - Vasily, RA9LI will soon relocate to Troynoy Island (AS-086), where he expects to operate in his spare time as RA9LI/0 for one year. QSL via UA9LP. [TNX I4EAT]

VE - After his recent and memorable trip to the Ottawa Islands, Cezar (VE3LYC) will attempt to activate East Pen Island (NA-231, new one) for three days between 26 and 31 March 2010. Intended callsign will be VY0V, which will be applied for in due course. Cezar reminds everyone that an earlier try he undertook with G3OCA in July 2007 was unsuccessful. The outcome of this new attempt will be determined by local conditions, weather and safety factors. At this time, Cezar is looking for group and individual donors who understand and appreciate the nature of this difficult project and are willing to join in the effort. Support for this project is welcome via PayPal at tiberius.trifu@gmail.com [TNX VE3LYC]

VP8_ant - VP8DMH is the callsign issued to Mike, M0PRL, who is currently stationed at Rothera Base on Adelaide Island (AN-001), Antarctica. [TNX http://dx-hamspirit.com/]

VP8_fal - CX2AM, CX3AN, CX3BH, CX3CE, CX4AAJ and CX4CR will be active as VP8BUH (SSB) and VP8BUG (CW and digital modes) from Port Stanley, Falkland Islands (SA-002) on 14-21 November. They will have three stations and plans are to focus on the low bands as well as on 30, 17 and 12 metres. QSL via EB7DX. Further information and logsearch at http://www.qsl.net/vp8bug [TNX CX3AN]

PACIFIC TOUR ---> Gerhard/DJ5IW, Norbert/DJ7JC, Andrea/IK1PMR, Franz/OE2SNL, Wil/PA0BWL and Claudia/PA3LEO will operate CW, SSB and RTTY from Samoa, Tonga, New Zealand, the South Cook Islands and Singapore in November-December. Their schedule is as follows:

11-18 Nov Upolu (OC-097) DJ5IW, DJ7JC, IK1PMR, PA0BWL and PA3LEO under individual 5W callsigns
19 Nov-1 Dec Tongatapu (OC-049) A31IW, A31JC, A31LEO, A31MR, A31SN and A31WL, plus A31A for the CQ WW DX CW Contest
2-5 Dec Waiheke Island (OC-201) ZL/DJ5IW, ZL/DJ7JC, ZL/IK1PMR, ZL/OE2SNL, ZL/PA0BWL and ZL/PA3LEO
On Upolu, Tongatapu and Rarotonga they will have four stations, and plans are to focus on Europe, the low bands, 12, 17 and 30 metres and RTTY. QSL for all callsigns via PA3LEO. QSLing instructions, logsearch and further information can be found at [http://www.pacificdxpedition.com](http://www.pacificdxpedition.com).

SOUTH AMERICA TOUR ---> Alain, F6BFH and his wife Danielle will be visiting Chile and Argentina between 6 November and 15 December. It will be a "backpacker style" travel and Alain plans to operate CW (14040, 18098 and 21040 kHz) and some SSB (14260, 18146 and 21206 kHz). His current plans include IOTA activities from an island in the SA-085 group (along with CE6TBN, sometime around 9-10 November), Chiloe Island (SA-018, 22-26 November) and Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego (SA-008, sometime between 6 and 11 December). QSL via F6BFH, direct or bureau. Updates will be posted on [http://alan-f6bfh.blogspot.com/](http://alan-f6bfh.blogspot.com/) [TNX F5NQL]

---


DXCC NEWS ---> VQ9JC (Chagos Island, current operation) has been approved for DXCC credit. This operation was previously rejected as a shipboard operation. DXCC exchanged correspondence with the operator and determined that this operation was actually land-based thereby satisfying the conditions of DXCC Rule 8. If you had this operation rejected send an e-mail to dxcc@arrl.org to receive credit. [TNX NC1L]

NCDXF ---> At a board meeting this week, the Northern California DX Foundation (NCDXF) elected officers for 2010. Bruce Butler (W6OSP) will remain as President, Glenn Johnson (W0GJ) will remain as Vice President and Tom McShane (NW6P) will remain as Secretary/Treasurer. The NCDXF Board of Directors reluctantly accepted the retirement of Len Gerald (K6ANP) and Al Burnham (K6RIM) from the Board of Directors after many years of excellent leadership. At the present time, the NCDXF Board is planning on operating with 9 directors.

The NCDXF’s website (http://www.ncdxf.org) has been upgraded and newsletters are now available in electronic format and can be downloaded from the website. The latest newsletter features "the rest of the story" and an excellent summary of the 7O1YGF Yemen operation, which was only recently approved for DXCC.

Please note that the NCDXF mailing address has been recently changed: NCDXF, P.O. Box 2012, Cupertino, CA 95015-2012, USA. [TNX W0GJ]
OQRS FILES LOST --> On 31 October Bill, VK4FW lost both his laptop and the external backup stick drive, "all suspected from AC surge", he says. So "all Online QSL Request System files for 4W6FR are at this time lost, as well as any OQRS VK9LA files for the last 4 days. If any of you have sent for QSÅ$ request for the above, please kindly resend me full details to vk4fw@westnet.com.au".

QSL VIA W8ZA --> Bob is taking over the QSL chores from the late K3IXD for C6APR, C6AXD and K3IXD cards. His address is Bob Biss, 680 Wren Lane, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425-4938, USA [TNX The Daily DX]

QSL GALLERY --> The large collection of QSL cards on Les Nouvelles DX's web site has been updated. Twelve different galleries include cards for the ten Most Wanted DXCC Entities (315 QSLs), the 58 deleted DXCC entities (978 QSLs), obsolete prefixes (2681 QSLs), stations from Magreb from 1947 to 1962 (324 QSLs), Antarctic bases (795 QSLs) & TAAF (Terres Australes and Antarctiques Francaises, 255 QSLs), the various French DXCC island Entities in the Pacific Ocean (285 QSLs) & the Indian Ocean (94 QSLs), pre-1945 countries (719 QSLs), French Departments (569 QSLs) and USA (50 QSLs), plus a gallery for cards not accepted by DXCC (112 QSLs). Several cards are still needed and your participation is encouraged - please visit http://LesNouvellesdx.fr and send your comments to lesnouvellesdx@free.fr [TNX F6AJA]

THAILAND --> Thailand's National Telecommunications Commission has approved a request by the Radio Amateur Society of Thailand to expand 40 metres. Effective 6 November, E2 and HS stations will have primary use of 7.0 to 7.2 MHz. [TNX ARRL DX News]

TOP LISTS --> The latest Topband, Topmode and Toplist listings are now available at http://www.425dxn.org/awards/toplist/index.html. Please note that QSOs confirmed through LoTW or included in on-line logs are eligible for listing. Send send your scores, as well as any request for further information, to Erminio Pandocchi, I2EOW (i2eow@fastwebnet.it)

+ SILENT KEYS + Recently reported Silent Keys include Artur Gil Machado (CT2HNI), Len R. Borley (G4LIK), Anatoly M. Bakharev (RV6BO), Valerij Buhtiarov (UA0AGAI, "Subbu" K.P. Subramanya (VU2FF) and Robert Allen Craft, Jr. (W6FAH).

===================================================================
CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER
===================================================================
3D2KJ       SP5DRH      GN4KPT/p    MODOL       RC3W        RW3WWW
3D2MJ       SP5EAQ      GW9T        GW6NLP      RC9O        UA9PC
3DA0WW      3DA0TM      H2E         5B4AGE      RG9A        UA9XC

===========================
*** 4 2 5  D X  N E W S ***
******* QSL  ROUTES *******
===========================
Edited by I1JQJ & IK1ADH
Direttore Responsabile I2VGW
| AT4D | EA5KB | LQ0F | EA5KB | UP4L | UN7LZ |
| B1Z | EA7FTR | LR1H | LU2HOD | UP6P | UN7PBY |
| B4B | BA4EG | LS2D | EA5KB | US5D | UT7DX |
| B4TB | BA4TB | LT0D | LU6DU | UT3L | UQ5LO |
| B7M | BG7LHY | LT1F | AC7DX | UU7J | UQ0JM |
| B7P | BD7IXG | LT4S | LU8SAN | UW0K | US0KM |
| BT4NG | BG4GO | LT7H | LU1HLH | UW8I | UT2IZ |
| C4I | LZ2HM | LU | PY2TJ | PT2OP | UX2X |
| C4W | 5B4WN | LU1ZD | LU0DXU | UZ0U | UY5Z2 |
| C4Z | G36WH | LU6FOV | EA5KB | UZ7M | UT9MZ |
| CE1VCZ | XQ1KY | LV6D | EA5KB | V26B | KA2AEV |
| CE1W | HAIAG | LW3EW2 | EA5KB | V48M | K2SB |
| CE3G | CE3WDH | LX7I | LX2A | V63DX | JA7HM2 |
| CE4B | CE4ET2 | LY6A | LY2BM | V63T | JA7GYP |
| CE4CT | EA5KB | LY7A | LY2ZO | VC2Z | VE2BR |
| CN2R | W7EJ | LY7Z | LY2TA | VE2DXY | KD3RF |
| CN3A | I2WIJ | LZ100SO | LZ2VP | VE2IM | VE3DZ |
| CN4P | EA5XX | LZ1195IR | LZ1K2A | VI50LZ | VK5LZ |
| CO3JN | EB7DX | LZ262A | LZ1K2A | VKOBP | VK2CA |
| CO6CAC | EA5KB | LZ44NWF | LZ1K2A | VK6NC | VKE6NE |
| CO8LY | EA7ADH | LZ9W | LZ1PM | VK7ACG | G0WFH |
| CO82Z | DK1WI | M4A | MOBLF | VP2MIJ | AD4J |
| CP4BT | EA5KB | M4U | GODVJ | VP2MK | DJ8NK |
| CQ9T | CT3KN | MI0M | MI0SAI | VP2MUM | DL2RUM |
| CR2X | OH2BH | MMLNOL/p | M1REK | VP2MXO | DM2XO |
| CR3A | CQ9K | N4EE | W3VT | VP5DX | NU4Y |
| CR3L | DJ6QT | N7JAL/KH2 | JM1WJI | VP5T | N2VW |
| CR5R | CT1EEK | NH6P | KH7Y | VR2C | WA4WTG |
| CR5SBK | CT2FPE | NP4A | W3HNK | VY2ZM | K12M |
| CR5T | CS6ARC | NP4Z | WC4E | XE1EE | EA5KB |
| CR6K | CT1ILT | NY8A/KH2 | JG1IHT | XE2K | XD2DN |
| CS2P | CT1BWU | OA4SS | KB6J | XE2S | WD9EWK |
| CX7TT | KH5W | OD5ET | EB7DX | XE3N | EA5FL |
| D2EB | IZ3ETU | OE2S | OE2GEN | XR0Y | CE3AA [c] |
| D2PB | CT1IUA | OE8Q | OE8SKQ | XR0Y | SQ8X [d] |
| D3RIA | DL6FBL | OG20YL | OH2YL | XR6T | CE3FED |
| DR5N | DK5TT | OG5B | OH5BM | XU7FMZ | JA1FMZ |
| DR775MG | DJ8QP | OH0X | KH2TA | XU7KOH | ON7PP |
| DX1J | JA1HYG | OH0Z | W0MM | XCV | OK1DOT |
| E51N0U | N70U | OHA4 | OH6LI | XCV | DL7DF |
| E51TLA | OZ6TL | OH5Z | OH5LIZ | XV9DX | OM3JW |
| E51USA | E51C | OH8X | OH2UA | YA1DIR | EA4URE |
| E73M | E73Y | OK1T | OK1TP | YC9MDX | EB7DX |
| E73W | E73Y | OK7M | OK1DM | YE2R | EB7DX |
| E77DX | E77E | OLI | OK4PA | YJ0CCC | VK2CCC |
| E77XZ | DK6XZ | OL4A | OK1DS | YL7X | YL2LX |
| E79D | E77E | OLSQ | OK1HRA | YM3A | LZ1NK |
| E7DX | E77E | OLT7 | OK2BXU | YR8V | YK8CT |
| EA8AH | OH1RY | OM7M | OM3PA | YR9P | YO9HP |
| EA8CMX | OH2BYS | OM6A | OM2VL | YS1YS | YS1GMV |
| EA9EU | EA5KB | OTSA | ON7LR | YT36QP | YU7CM |
| E01W | EA1KY | OTSP | ON7R3 | YU7CM | YU7CM |
| ED5R | EA4RCH | OX2A | OZ1ACB | YT8A | YU1EA |
ED5T  EA5ELT  OZ/0E9SDV  0E9SDV  YT9X  YU1AAK
ED9DMC  EA9BV  0Z7A  0Z7AMG  YU9JJS  HA7JJS
EE2W  EB2BXL  P29NI  G3KHZ  YU9NL  HA6NL
EE6E  EA6DD  P29VCX  SM6CVX  YU9PL  HA7PL
EE9Z  EA9LZ  P29VLR  SM6CVX  YU9PS  HA6PS
EH5T  EA5GFC  P33W  RA3AUU  YW4D  EA7JX
EI/GN4KPT/p  M0DOL  P40A  WD9D2V  YW5L  W4SO
EI7M  EI6HB  PA6Z  PA9M  YW5T  YV5JBI
EI9JF  LZ3HI  PE25KP  PE2KP  Z21BB  W3HNK
EK8WA  SP9LJD  PI4DX  PD1DX  Z37M  IQ8MD [e]
EL8RI  ZS6RI  PJ2T  N9AG  ZL3A  ZL3WW
EM65A  UT7AXA  PJ4K  ZP5AZL  ZM4A  ZL4AA
EN65MF  UR0MM  PQ5B  PP5JD  ZP8VAO  K2DER
ER4DX  RA4LW  PS2T  K3IRV  ZS4U  K3IRV
ER650M  ER1DA  PV2P  PY2DY  ZS9T  ZS1QRM
FR1AN  NI5DX  PW2IDC  PS7YL  ZV2C  PY2CX
G5O  G3VOU  PW2SIDC  PS7YL  ZV2C  PY2CX
GA2MP  N3SL  PW5G  PP5VB  ZV2K  PY2WAR
GB0AD  2W0XT  PX2T  PY2DN  ZW5B  K3IRV
GI5K  G3SWH  PX5E  AI4U  ZX2B  PY2MNL
GJ2A  GJ3DVC [a]  PY0FF  W9VA  ZX5J  AI4U
GJ2A  K2WR  [b]  R1AND  RU1ZC  ZY2C  PY2ADR
GMOB  MM0BH  R1NY  RK3MWD  ZY7C  PT7WA
GM2T  GM4UYZ  R50KTV  RA6AU  ZZ5Z  PP5JAK
GM7R  N3SL  RA9A  UA9APA  ZZ6Z  PY6HD

[a] others
[b] USA
[c] North, Central South America
d] Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania
[e] CQWW SSB 2009

3DA0TM  Andy Cory, P.O. Box 1033, Mbabane, Swaziland
4U1ITU  International Amateur Radio Club, P.O. Box 6, CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland
CE3AA  Radio Club de Chile, P.O. Box 13630, 330996 Santiago, Chile
D44AC  Carlos Pulu, P.O. Box 398, Mindelo, Cape Verde
DL7DF  Sigi Fersch, Wilhelmsmuehlenweg 123, D-12621 Berlin, Germany
E51CG  Victor Rivera, P.O. Box 618, Rarotonga, Cook Islands, Via New Zealand
EE9K  Melilla DX Group, P.O. Box 677, Melilla, 52080, Spain
G0WFH  Christopher Gresswell, 121 Gramby Court, Milton Keynes, MK1 1NG, England
G3KHZ  Derek Cox, 18 Station Road, Castle Bytham, Grantham, Lincs, NG33 4SB, UK
HA7RY  Pekarik Tamas, Alagi ut 15., H-2151 Pót, Hungary
JU1DX  JTDXA Contest Team, Central Post Office Box 2373, Ulaanbaatar-13, 15160, Mongolia
KH2L  Edward H Poppe Jr, 25 Kristina Ln, Yona, GU 96915, USA
KH7XS  Big Island Contest Club, P.O. Box 490, Laupahoehoe, HI 96764, USA
KP2DX  DX4Life Contest Club, Frederiksted, P.O. Box 803, St. Croix, VI 00840, USA
NP2KW  Manny Arroyo, 6002 Est. Castle Coakley, Christiansted, VI 00820,
USA
OM3JW  Stefan Horecky, Mlynska 2, 900 31 Stupava, Slovak Republic
PY6HD  Jose Hamilton Limeira, Rua C 64, Conjunto ACM, Mangabeira, 44056-008 Feira de Santana - Bahia, Brazil
SM6CVX Hans Olof Hjelmstrom, Kalltorpsv. 2, 543 35 Tibro, Sweden
SQ8X  Stanislaw Strzyzewski, P.O. Box 8, 38-600 Lesko, Poland
SZ1A  Radio Amateur Association of West Greece, P.O. Box 84, Agrinio, 30100, Greece
UA9AB  Gene Shcumat, P.O. Box 18527, Chelyabinsk 454021, Russia
UK9AA  Fedor Petrov, P.O. Box 58, Tashkent, 100000, Uzbekistan
VG7V  VOARG, 9362-206A St., Langley, BC V1M 2W6, Canada
VP9KF  Paul Evans, 6809 River Road, Tampa, FL 33615, USA
WH2DX  Palm Tree DX Club, P.O. Box 22061 GMF, Barrigada, GU 96921, USA
WH2X  Joel S Guisihan, P.O. Box 4331, Agana, GU 96932, USA
ZC4LI  Steve Hodgson, 4 Nikolau Michael Street, 5523 Dasaki Achnas, Cyprus
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